Professional Development
Designed with all teachers in mind, eSpark’s Professional Development

We strive for our PD to be:
Interactive: Teachers get to explore the eSpark

"[Our eSpark representative] did a

student experience and teacher dashboard in

great job of personalizing the

real time.

experience for us. Teachers were able
to ask specific questions and tune into

Actionable: Teachers leave with clear steps to
launch and use eSpark in their classrooms.

what each other’s needs were… It was
very thorough and she walked

Inspiring: Teachers have a chance to see how

through everything from start to finish.

teachers use eSpark in their classrooms and

My teachers felt very comfortable

brainstorm their own eSpark vision.

leaving the room."

Data-driven: Teachers dive into their own teacher

– Ryanne Bigelli

dashboards to identify struggling students &

Principal from New Jersey

create action plans.

Based on your school’s selected plan, your teachers may have access to:
24/7 Support: Whether it’s during the school day or evening prep time, teachers can contact our team at all
hours for in-the-moment eSpark support.
Live Webinars: From implementation basics to deep dives on eSpark best practices, teachers can register for a
variety of live webinar topics or watch recordings on-demand throughout the school year.
Self-serve PD Resources: Teachers have access to self-serve PD modules, which they can access on their own
time, to learn everything they need to know to get started with eSpark. Additionally, teachers have access to our
comprehensive online resource center to stay up-to-date with the latest product updates and classroom
materials.
60-minute Virtual PD: In a 60-minute virtual training session with an eSpark Professional Learning Specialist,
teachers learn about and experience eSpark to create a vision for their own classroom. These sessions can be
customized to your unique school’s needs.
1:1 Virtual Coaching: Conducted via web video, these virtual consultations connect your teachers with an
eSpark Professional Learning Specialist. These sessions can occur in the classroom during eSpark time or
during a prep period. Teachers will get their questions answered in real time and receive individualized
suggestions for best practices to bring eSpark to the next level.

Select an eSpark plan that’s right for your school at www.eSparkLearning.com/pricing

